I. INTRODUCTION
The Indian Mutiny, is also known as the Sepoy Rebellion, started at Meerut, North Central India, on 10 May 1857 and spread to other parts of Northern India. 1 35 thousand Indian troops revolted against British authority while they were in the service of the English East India Company.
2 It soon involved princes, landlords and peasants. However, on 14 September 1857 the British forces recaptured Delhi and the uprising took four months to peter out.
The causes of the revolt varied, such as the Indian soldiers who were dissatisfied with their pay and certain changes were made in regulations which were understood or interpreted, as a part of a plan, to force them to adopt Christianity. This doubt also found a basis in the introduction of cartridges that were lubricated with the fat of cows and pigs, which, in both Hindus and Muslims' religions, was not acceptable. Nevertheless, Benjamin Disrael.
3 believed that the Mutiny was a revolt against the policies employed by the company in the name of Britain, not a protest against the violation of religious taboos. 4 Likewise, it was said that Indians preferred their old customs, old traditions and dynasties. Syed Ahmad Khan, on the other hand, described the causes of the Indian revolt in a different way.
Was The Indian Mutiny Consequence of the Breakdown of the British Information System? However, I argue that the Indian mutiny was a consequence of the breakdown of British information system. If the British had enough and accurate information before the mutiny occurred the general causes of this revolt, which I expressed above, would have only been problems the British faced during the colonisation of India. They thereupon could easily have been solved, because British military power was sufficiently strong to prevent this type of revolt. On the other hand, it was not a war of Indian independence, as it was described by some historians. Therefore, the British could not get necessary information before the mutiny, because of the reasons that I will explain in this research.
To sum up, I thus will use important evidence to support my case through this study and I will also consider other aspects such as the British government's weakness in construction of telegraphic system and railways, which delayed establishing a proper information system before the mutiny. Hence, the British information system was disrupted by mutineers. 6 And thereby the British government realised the necessity of having a British-controlled information line in India as well as between India and Great Britain.
II. INFORMATION SYSTEM
Firstly, the Mughals were never absolute masters of all India; there were many remote, inaccessible regions where their will never penetrated. There were also areas, particularly in central India, where their authority depended on the submission and co-operation at local princes 7 . Furthermore, the people of India were from the different backgrounds and beliefs as well as from various language communities such as Indian Persian, Hindustani Urdu, and the various forms of Hindu. As a result Indians from different regions even had difficulties in communicating with each other. Thus, simple difficulties of language made the Europeans initially dependent on the skills of linguists & translators. Therefore, it would not be easy for the British to establish an accurate information system in the whole of India. Initially, in fact, it was important for the British to understand the different cultures, races, and different degrees of power of the conquered societies especially while it was also attempting not to mix the British genes with others.
Before the 1760s British commercial knowledge was never as full as that of the Dutch who gained access to Mughal customs records. The British did not achieve this until after they gained direct control of Indian Territory 8 . Thus, without good political and military intelligence the British would never have established their rule in India.
In pre-colonial India surveillance was important and so chief police officers (Kotwal) of the towns observed every house and brought in reports which were recorded in the police diary of the towns. These reports were also passed through to the intelligence officials of the court. Likewise, Chief registrars (Kanungo) maintained data that was stored in the records of the villages' accountants and this data was checked by state officials.
The 'Post' was a private system protected by the ruler, and the political elite relied heavily on the information provided by knowledgeable people: physicians, astrologers and men of religion.
9 First, the state's information system, though effective at its best, was peculiarly dependent on the collaboration of local elites to keep the runners running and the newsletters flowing. However, the system declined or was subverted by the Mughal Empire's Maratha and Sikh enemies.
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Beside this, the link between the professional runner and writer system and the village or urban quarter was weak, mediated as it was by headmen and other agents who were part of the village or neighbourhood community and owed ultimate loyalty to it. The state could not communicate with its subjects easily.
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Therefore, during the years of conquest of the British, Royal intelligence was heavily dependent on informal networks of knowledgeable people. The British gained information about the country from Indian sources and Indian agents. Between 1760 and 1860s via networks Indian running spies, news writers (Munshi), scribes, runners, astrologers, physicians, experts, midwives, marriage brokers who carried day-to-day information and other knowledgeable people brought news from one community and region to another. However, until the 1780s, little information about the region came from the direct observation of European officers.
The East India Company, during the colonisation of India, had dual information system. At the upper levels, in the revenue, machinery, army and political service, a considerable concentration of information and power had been achieved. At the lower levels, however, the older system of decentralised intelligence communities continued.
12 The link between state-level and community information systems, always weak, could easily be severed. This happened during the 1857 rebellion.
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III. TELEGRAPHIC LINES, RAILWAYS AND ROADS
One of the most important ways of communication would be establishing telegraph lines in India which, however, was not considered by the British authorities until the 1850s. The Marques of Dalhousie wrote about the plan of electric telegraphs in his letter, saying; "I have started also a large experiment on electric telegraphs for India for success in Western is not conclusive as to the success of this great agent in these electrical climes and Post Office reform and other lesser affairs. It has been tremendous work; but a deal has been done, and I am well pleased on the whole". The deal had been done according to Marques, but it took three years to start. However, this was described as a victory in his other letter. 15 Despite Marques hopes to reduce the period of communication with England, discussions about the telegraphic communication between India and England had begun only two months before the mutiny in the House of Commons in March 1857.
Sir Denham Norreys said, "he would beg to ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer whether Her Majesty's Government proposed to take any steps to establish telegraphic communication between England and India? The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, "that a company had been formed for the purpose, with the intention of making line by the way of Seleucia up to Ja'bir Castle in the Persian Gulf. The Government and the East India Company had agreed to an arrangement with the Company, which involved various conditions, and by which they were prepared, when the work was completed to assist it as far as to guarantee certain interest to the shareholders under certain conditions" (Monday March 16, 1857).
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In answer to Sir Denham Norreys, Mr. Wilson said, that "the only line of telegraphic communication between India and Europe with regard to which the Government had at present entered into any engagements was the line going from Seleucia to Kornah, on the Persian Gulf. The company would have to years granted to them for making their arrangements, and, of course, in the mean time the Government would not entertain any other project" (Wednesday March 18, 1857).
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I accept that governmental communications between India and England were improved by the existence of the electric telegraph, which, however, was still very slow and unreliable. By that means, it was a political disaster for the British government that a telegraphic line between India and Britain was not considered, until 1857. Thus, there was no telegraphic link with India before 1865. In January 1857 British officials began negotiations for this route with the Ottoman government through Stratford de Redcliffe, their influential ambassador. They won the support of the grand vizier, Resid Pasha, and the foreign minister, Ali Pasha, leading promoters of the telegraph in the Ottoman Empire. 18 In June of the same year, under the leadership of William P. Andrew, the European and Indian Junction Telegraph Company was established in London to link Britain with India via the Euphrates route. Andrew, a visionary entrepreneur of Victorian technology, had projected railway lines all over the globe. His plans for the Euphrates included a railway as well as the telegraph.
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The importance of this system was noted in a general report on the administration of the Punjab Territories. 20 For example the first news of the outbreak of the mutiny in Meerut and the massacre in Delhi did not reach London until 26
June 1857, over six weeks after the events they described. The original telegram concerning the outbreak was despatched from Calcutta on 18 May 1857, and went via Bombay to Suez and then from Alexandria to Trieste by steamer, thence by landwires to London. 21 The mutiny, on the other hand, was carrying a risk that it would have spread over the whole India. General Sir George Digby Barker mentioned this risk in his letter, dated 1st July 1857, saying:
"The Mutiny seems to have spread over the whole of India nearly, and unless large reinforcement are sent immediately from England, we should be in a dangerous position". 22 Moreover, the British certainly had problems keeping open the 'secret weapon' the electric telegraph. On the other hand the rebels had even greater difficulty in communicating over long distances. Over short distances they had positive advantages: local guides who knew every step of the way between villages, supporters and sympathisers in large numbers throughout the countryside who would enthusiastically spy and report accurately. But over long distances it was another matter: frequently the rebels were deceived or inaccurately informed as to the outcome of major battles etc., and there is a distinct possibility that this lack of accurate intelligence had a significant bearing on the eventual outcome of the struggle. 23 The situation of construction the railway in India was not different than to that of telegraphic lines. The British did not show enough attention to railway construction before 1857, thus, this became another factor for the British to be dependent on Indian informants. Otherwise, a proper rail network thorough India would be an advantage for the British to get fast and accurate information, which would definitely be vital in preventing the British breakdown of information. For example, in a report, about constructing the railway from Umritsur to Mooltan and the importance of railways, it was explained that …Recent events have shown this line to be of the highest military and political importance in respect to maintaining British Rule in the Punjab. Its southern terminus, Mooltan, is the most important point on our line of communication with the sea, and would be our last place of resort in the event of disaster. 24 However, In May 1857 the building of railways in India had only just begun. Many miles were planned, much engineering work had been set in motion, bridges built and embankments started: the skilled personnel were in situ, but the only railway actually operating ran for just 120 miles from Calcutta to Raniganj. 25 I accept, on the other hand, that the railway project in India was not supported by the Indian Government, which Mr. Vernon Smith explained in the House of Commons, saying: "The Indian Government had laid down no positive rule as to the granting of any future guarantees upon that subject…they naturally were not very desirous to extend that guarantee in the present state of the Indian finances" (20 February 1857). 26 However, the question was if it would be profitable rather than importance of the railways for the British information system. Roads were important, as well as telegraphic lines and railways, in communication.
Thus, according to a report in 1859, roads improved in India during the previous two years. After the siege of Delhi, it was confirmed that without the road to Delhi it might hardly have been possible to take Delhi, at least during the autumn of 1857! From this case, we can see the paramount necessity of improving our means of military communication.
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IV. BREAKDOWN IN THE BRITISH INFORMATION SYSTEM
Until the rebellion of 1857, the East India Company's colonial government was successful in getting information, through a flexible system, from its Indian informants. However, this did not mean that it would continue. Trust and lack of supervision of these people made them behave how they wanted, whereas the British were able to give new duties to these agencies. For example if you wanted multiple copies you had to have an army of scribes copying in copperplate handwriting. There was no secrecy about a printer's shop. 28 By the 1830s, information, which was carried by news writers and runners, was kept into files and used by the Anglo-Indian press. This made the information known publicly, which should have been kept secret. Beside this, some pre-colonial institutions, religious establishments, merchant families, the officers of the army and revenue manager kept archives. 29 The army also played an important role in storing information, mainly about the Indian subject and rural society.
As a result, individual leaders and communities who were thought to have benefited from British rule were often among the first to revolt. This resistance begun by a mutinous Soldiery, found support from the inhabitants of the City, and of the Province of Oude at large. Many who owed their prosperity to the British Government, as well as those who believed themselves aggrieved by it, joined in this cause, and ranged themselves with the enemies of the state. 30 One example is Ahmud Ally Khan, the Nawab of Furrucknuggur, who was condemned to death by the Military Commission and executed at Delhi on 23rd January 1858. As a result, the charges preferred against the Nawab were for holding correspondence with the rebels. 31 Furthermore, one of the Nawabs had known that sepoys would rebel; however, the British were not informed. We learn this from a letter from Lucknow, which states that the zemindars of Julsipur and Sultapur and the country along the Ruver Yoyra have collected a body of 60.000 Sepoys and 112.000 of the country people to fight against the English and sent a letter to the Nawab. Nawab of Lucknow in Calcutta was asked to drive the English out of the Province, but the Nawab would not give his consent. Nevertheless, he sent instructions to the zemindars to keep quiet. 32 Thus, the company's sophisticated system of local intelligence fell apart quite quickly as key information brokers defected at village and district level. 33 This was later confirmed that we deeply lament the evils and misery which have been brought upon India by the acts of ambitious men, who have deceived their countrymen by false reports, and led them into rebellion. 34 The British were depending on those news writers, scribes and runners, (which had first revealed) and the information thus had been cut. Furthermore, the Punjab newspapers and two Delhi newspapers continued to publish and carried rebel proclamations. The British media caused a problem during the mutiny. News about the revolt in Meerut was published in the British and Indian newspapers. This reached troops who began to mutiny. Take the sentence 'Lord Canning issued a Proclamation'. Today its contents would no doubt have been leaked to the press and known to the public even before it was issued.
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The coup took the British in Delhi completely by surprise. The events of the next few hours followed the same awful pattern as those in Meerut. Europeans were killed at random and attempts by their officers to rally the city's garrison ended in mutiny and murder. 36 News of the revolt travelled very fast, which amazed the British.
Communications to Britain took approximately six weeks at this time and therefore initial reports of the disturbance did not reach London until the third week of June. Initially, very little attention was paid to the incoming reports as it was assumed that the mutiny was of a very limited nature and the situation would soon be under control.
Furthermore, there was no officer, except one, to communicate in regiments. This was expressed by the Calcutta Correspondent of the Times, saying: "So long as there is one officer in a regiment to whom the men can talk and in whom they place confidence there will be no mutinies. That regiments by the dozen should be left without one officer in that position is the reason why the ablest officers in India believe that the organisation of the line has become effete". 37 The British survived in parts of India because there was an electric telegraph. However, it was difficult to arrive at full certainty about the layout of the telegraph lines in the triangle Agra-Meerut-Delhi at this period…Both the Meerut-Delhi and the Meerut Agra lines were cut at the time of the outbreak, but at different times and in different circumstances. 38 The outbreak was indeed premeditated and planned in advance among the Meerut troops, witness the report to Gough on the evening of 9 May and the cutting of the telegraph line to Delhi between 9am and 4pm on the 10th.
Was The Indian Mutiny Consequence of the Breakdown of the British Information System?
V. THE MUTINY OF INDIA QUESTION IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
The Mutiny was discussed in the House of Commons on 29 June 1857. It is clear from the discussion that this revolt was a surprise and the news reached Britain at the end of June. The government therefore knew more than they were willing to state publicly or they really did not have enough information to answer the questions raised in the House. The Earl of Ellenborough's expression was showing that the East India Company could not do anything to prevent the mutiny. The Earl of Ellenborough said:
"…the government of India had acted judiciously in issuing no Proclamation of that character. Now in the face of that opinion, I find by the news received this morning that not only the Lieutenant Governor of Agra but the Governor General in Council of India has issued a Proclamation in the strongest terms of the tenor I have described. But my Lords, upon what day was that Proclamation issued?… Now the issuing of that Proclamation at that moment might possibly tend to prevent the spread of the mutiny, but it could have no possible effect in preventing the outbreak. I desired to prevent the breaking out of the mutiny, and not only to keep it from spreading" (Monday, June 29, 1857). 40 Moreover, the British authorities had a little information about the incident which happened in Calcutta. This was also explained by the Earl, saying: "As long as the 22nd of January, an incendiary fire broke out in cantonments at a short distance from Calcutta, a thing almost entirely unknown and unheard of. From that period, for more than three months, these indications of the dissatisfaction of the troops continued to appear at all the principal stations of the army" (Monday, June 29, 1857) . 41 In addition, The Earl of Ellenborough's views appeared in the Times on 10 June 1857. 42 Furthermore, the British were not informed, which gave the other troops a chance to revolt. On the 25th of February the 19th regiment also mutinied. However, this regiment was not disbanded until the 31st of March.
"These indications of a bad spirit among the troops occurred at Allahabad, Agra, Meerut, Umballah, and all the great stations. No one can doubt that there was combination, and one general feeling animated the whole" …At Meerut the Mutineers took the initiative. They rose at six o'clock in the evening, and according to the accounts we have received, it was not until nightfall that Her Majesty's carabineers were able to move" (Monday, June 29, 1857). 43 The Earl of Ellenborough completed his speech, saying: "From all I have learnt I believe the measures which have been taken by the Government of India from the moment they heard of the occupation of Delhi have been prompt and judicious. I have no fault to find with their conduct since that period; but I do find fault with them for having been blind to that which ought to have been obvious to all, and for having taken no precautions before this dreadful calamity took place" (Monday, June 29, 1857). 44 To sum up, the discussion about the Mutiny of India in the House of Commons, could not be useful because of the lack of the official information. This was confirmed by Earl Granville. 45 saying: "In respect of what has fallen from the noble Earl in reference to the disaster at Meerut, it certainly appears, so far as we are able to judge, from the accounts that have come to hand-though it should be remembered that we have at present no official information as to the facts" (Monday, June 29, 1857). 46 Therefore, to decide what to do from Britain could not be possible until official information was received.
VI. CONCLUSION
An unexpected revolt, the Indian Sepoy Mutiny, happened in India, which was under British control at the time of the rebellion, in 1857. Why the Sepoys rebelled has been questioned since then. There were many reasons for the Mutiny. However, only one main reason, on which I have focused in this work, was the breakdown of British information as a consequence of the mutiny, but it does not mean that I have ignored the other points when I came to a conclusion. I have therefore carefully considered much evidence to prove my argument.
Firstly, it is necessary to explain that before the British occupation of India there was no central authority. The country had been ruled by the Mughals and its local princes. The ruling system was divided and therefore there were difficulties in communication between regions. The flow of information was rather slow and weak. In addition, people of India were from different origins and speaker of varied languages. Thus, with the beginning of British rule in India there was no way to get information other than to be dependent on Indian agents. Through the Indians, such as spies, runners and news writers, the British collected information about the country. These agents were untrustworthy and were usually the first to rebel. However, the British followed the same policy to bring to an end the mutiny. Rose 47 had no intelligence department and he depended primarily on Hamilton and his political assistants. They depended upon extensive use of Indian spies who seem to have been able to move freely, even within the rebel camps… 48 Besides this, the information, which was carried by them, was leaked to the press. Thus, the people were informed before the East India Government. The British only tried to prevent this during the mutiny, but it was too late. "…in the persecution of the British Press, their last act being the suppression of the Bengal Hurkaru, the oldest daily News paper published in Bengal". 49 Besides this, with the Indian Resolutions, more strict action was taken to control information. "That all despatches, letters, orders, and communications shall be addressed to the Secretary of State, and shall be open to the inspection of every member of the Council…". 50 The information system at this level was a decentralised and this was a big risk to take. As a result, the British realised when the mutiny occurred that this system was wrong and ineffective and so had to be changed. "To regulate the conduct of our functionaries, civil and military, in the territory which we recover, to introduce again some centralisation of system…". 51 Secondly, over twelve regiments were left without officers. It was argued that there would be no mutinies if communication was set in regiments. This might be one of the reasons why the British did not hear anything about the fire, which happened in Calcutta in January 1857. This was, on the other hand, an indication of the Meerut mutiny. Beside this, In Nepal (1814-1816), in Burma (1824-1826), and on the North-western frontiers through to the military debacle of 1832-42 and beyond the British were often confronted by a virtual information famine, which slowed their advance and sometimes put the whole edifice of their power in peril. 52 These were signals of a big mutiny and the most important point is the British could not improve their information since these conflicts.
Furthermore, telegraphic lines, railways and roads were ignored by the British. Had they been improved, the British would have got information through this technological system about India. This would be more secure, fast and reliable. The news about anyone, who thought to rise in opposition or armed resistance to the authorities, could have reached the British before any plan could be made.
To sum up, when all the factors I have shown and the evidences I have gathered are considered, it is clear that the Indian Mutiny was the outcome of the failure of the British system of information. 
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